A biosensor nanochip for direct detection of pathogenic microorganisms and antibodies towards specific biomolecule.
ZnO nanowire materials attracted considerable attention in the fabrication of a highly sensitive and selective biosensor nanochip.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION**

The presence of microbial pathogens in both air and water poses a health risk and is a cause of disease in humans. Researchers at Stellenbosch University developed a biosensor nano-chip using ZnO nanowires to detect pathogenic infections at an early stage. The biosensor may also be used to detect pathogens in water.

The new biosensor nano-chip that is used for the detection of immunoglobulins and antibodies consist of gold-coated ZnO nanowires onto which biomolecules capable of forming specific interactions with target biomolecules are immobilised. In use, the association of target biomolecules with the nanowires results in a piezoelectric signal. The signal can be analysed to allow for the quantification of the amount of target biomolecules present. The biosensor has improved sensitivity and selectivity in comparison to existing biosensors. The biosensor provides a rapid antibody-antigen detection method.

**TARGET MARKET**

Water treatment facilities
Health care facilities

**VALUE PROPOSITION/BENEFITS**

A distinctive feature of the biosensor is that the gold-coated ZnO nanowires are biocompatible, chemically stable and non-toxic, which make them excellent candidates as transducers for biosensors. The biosensor is relatively inexpensive to manufacture and easy to use.

**TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION**

The biosensor consists of gold coated ZnO nanowires that act as piezoelectric transducers for the detection of antibodies or antigens. The ZnO nanowires (with a diameter of 78 nm) are hydrothermally grown from a ZnO seed layer (with a diameter 89 nm) on a silicon wafer. The resulting nanowires are biocompatible so that the biosensor can be encapsulated and swallowed by a patient for in vivo detection of biomolecules. The biosensor produces a piezoelectric voltage signal when the nanowires are displaced or bent by the association of antibodies or antigens with the nanowires.

**MORE INFORMATION**


**INNOVATION STATUS**

A PCT patent application has been filed (patent application number PCT/IB 2014/055765)
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